
RENT RESTRICTIONS (No. 2) BILL, 1960

AMENDMENTS INSERTED BY PAIL

The following amendments have been inserted in the Bill since 
it was passed by the Seanad on 6th July, 1960:-

1. II has been provided that the Bill will come into operation on 
31st December, 1960 (section (1)(1)). This is the date on which 
the existing Acts expire. Consequential amendments have been 
made in sections 2, 3, 45 and 46.

2. It has been made clear that future lettings of rooms or flats 
(other than newly-constructed self-contained flats) in pre-1941 
privately-owned houses will continue to be controlled, 
notwithstanding that lettings of the houses themselves would be 
free of control (section 3(3)). This is merely an "avoidance 
of doubts" provision.

3. The date by reference to which basic rents are to be automatically 
determined under the Bill has been advanced from 1st February, 
1960, to 31st December, 1960, the date the Bill comes into 
operation. Accordingly, the rents actually being paid on 31st 
December, 1960 (less rates, where the landlord pays them) will be 
basic rents for the purposes of the Bill, In the case of 
dwellings owned by the Dublin Artisans’ Dwellings Company Limited, 
however, the basic rents will be those specified in the Agreement 
which was made on 6th October, 1960, between the Company and the 
Association representing the Company’s tenants and which has been 
deposited in the Public Record Office (section 7(2)). It has been 
provided that these agreed basic rents will not be subject to 
review under section 8.

4# Section 8 has also been amended to ensure that a tenant will not 
succeed in having his basic rent reduced where it is higher than 
the basic rents of comparable houses merely because it includes 
a lawful addition obtained by the landlord before 31st December, 
i960, as a result of expenditure on the improvement, structural 
alteration or repair of the house (section 8(2)(b)(i)).

^ Section 9, which sets out the principles to be followed by the 
Court in determining the basic rents of dwellings which are not 
tenanted on 31st December, 1960, cr within three years before that 
date and which still remain controlled, has been amended to 
provide that the Court may have regard to the basic rents of any 
comparable dwellings and not solely to the basic rents of 
comparable dwellings which became controlled, or recontrolled, in 
1944 and whose basic rents are related to 1941 levels.
Consequential changes have been made in sections 3 and 21.

A landlord proposing to spend money on structural alterations, 
improvements or exceptional repairs on or after 1st April, 1961,
* now being required to serve on the tenant, at least 14 days 
-tore the work commences, a notice containing particulars of 

th9 V0rk proposed to be done and its estimated cost. Otherwise 
9 landlord will get no lawful addition. The object of this 

^mendment is to put the tenant in a position to obtain, if he so 
expert evidence as to the necessity for the work 1 Section 10(3)1.
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7. It has been made clear that a landlord cf a multiple dwelling 
who incurs expenditure on exceptional repairs of benefit to all 
the tenants in the dwelling will not, by reason of apportioning * 
the expenditure among the various tenants, be permitted by the 
Bill to receive a greater percentage return on his expenditure

• (section 1Q(5) ).
8. It has been provided that a landlord who incurs expenditure on 

exceptional repairs after the 31st December, I960, and does net 
avail himself of repair and reconstruction grants - thereby 
entitling himself to increase the rent by a percentage of the full 
amount of the expenditure - will cease to be entitled to the 12'&> 
lawful addition under section 10(2)(b) (section 10(6)(b)). The 
Bill already provided that the 12^% lawful addition would not 
apply where a lawful addition was obtained in similar 
circumstances before 31st December, 1960 (section 10(6)(a))«

9. The Court, when considering whether it is reasonable to make an 
erder for the recovery of possession of a controlled dwelling, 
is being required to have regard to the extent, if any, to which 
the conduct cf the landlord contributed to the existence of the 
grounds upon which he relies in support of his application for 
recovery of possession (section 29(2 )).

10. The protection against eviction given to the spouse and family 
of a deceased non-statutory tenant has been extended to cover 
cases where the deceased tenant’s tenancy has been terminated 
while the administrator is in occupation or, if there is an 
executor, while the executor is not in occupation (section 31(3)).

III. The requirement that an adopted or illegitimate person should
have been living with a tenant for not less than six years before 
his death in order to qualify for succession to the tenancy as a 
member of the family has been deleted (section 31(5)(b) and (c)).

p* The provisions of section 46 regarding deposits as security for 
rent have been extended by (i) providing that the amount of an 
appreyed deposit may be endorsed cn the tenancy agreement and Ui) implying in every future contract for the sale of a 
controlled dwelling a provision binding the vendor to give to 
the purchaser information regarding any such deposit made by a 
tenant cf the dwelling after the Bill comes into operation 
(section 46 (3) and (4)).

x• ri fnr anv proceedings which |3. Provision has been made in sec ion Bill other than thoseI may be pending at the c^no^on^Bl 51(3)1.
originally specified m the ~e -- ■I w business premises which

|4. Section 54, which gives tenants [nto operation immediate
become decontrolled when the Bill landlord and Tenant Act,I rights to a lease under Part III convenience lettings
1931, has been amended tc exclude temper.a y gection- TemporaryI cf such premises from the applica 1 richts to security of
convenience lettings have never enj V Acts cr the LandlordI tenure under either the Rent Restrictions Acts or 

I and Tenant Acts.
A

W' •* number of other amendments 
■ oeen made (sections, v Lions 3( V ),iP(feHa). 10(7) and '2ITT)

of a drafting character, have alsocj, cj uuai uiiiu Liiaiaoici • nave^l^b^ii), 10(1 Hbi: 10(2) (e), 10(4),

of Justice 
December, I960.
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